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Purpose

EValuating Answers to Questions.'

Much has been written about instructional questions,

about the effect of questions upon student thinking, an4,

about the need to increase the percentage of compreheftsio-ri

questions asked at higher cognitikre levels. This research

presents a means of evaluating an-awe-is to comprehension

queStions in reading, listening, wisual perception, and

the related content areas, an avenue of resehrch that has

only begun to be investigated.

Back round

-

nformat ion

A m jor purpose of education is to enhance childrdh's

think g. Piaget (4) viewed a child's verbal accommodation

to earning experiences as having alasttng effect only when

affected the means of organizing one's experiences. The

role of the question in the teaming process-was found to be

significant in the otganizatiOn of experiences. Piaget's

research relies heavily upon the use of questions in Its

fatous methode'clinique.

Taba (8), basing research heavily upon Piaget, found

classroom questions to have an enormous influence'on the

critical thinking of students. Taba found that through

systematic instruction based upon questioning, the'teacher

could stimulate higher cognitive processes;of children.

Cognitive processes ha'e been related to the level

of questions. Ruddell (5) explained that questions asked

at interpretive and applicative levels stimulate higher
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cognitive processes than factual questions. Factual

questions merely ,involve experience plus the recall of
4

immediate informationfor the answers, whereas answers
-

to'interpretiVe,qUestions involve the modificatiOn of

the content byi analysis," reconstruction, or inference of

relationships. Answers to applicative questions involve

creative problem solving. Ruddell viewed questioning

as a valuable instructional tool to develop ie cognitive

atpility in reading and listening.,

ti

Ipwery (3), stressing the'importance, of 'the cognitive.

levels,of instructional questions, categorized questions

jnto two intellectual levels, narrow questions requiring

certain "correct' answers with planned, convergent outcomes,

and broad questions requiring divergent or unplanne answers

with at/least several different acceptableresponses in-

cludinA affective- evaluations.

Although much been written about the classifica-
_

tlon of comprehension questions into various cognitive
4

levels, and about how the levels of qubsttons affect the

cog itive processes, few researchers have explored the
Y,, i

Of ectveness of questions to elicit answers indicative
..-

I.
.

.

o file use of hither cognitive proce6ses. Little has

been written about the evaluation of answers to compre-

hension questions, or about the relationship between the

lever of questions asked and .the cognitive processes in-

volVed in the answers to the questions:.

In evaluating the answers to comprehension qustions,
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Gall" (1) pointed out that together with the use Of the

data to defeJnd the response, It would b reasonable to
, o

E.

expect a co relation between the responSe leng&and its
.

etuality.

In evaluating answers to comprehension questions
. .

one notes that the lariguage used in the answeiscan pro-

-vide evidence of the relationship between the levels of

questions asked and the cognitive processes involved in

the answers. Research in language has shown a correlation

between the length of children's grammatical structures

and their level of cognitive development.

Noting the relationship of sentence structure and

Piaget's stages Of cognitive development, SinClair-de-

Zwait (6) found linguistically higher order.grammatical

structures amona children who had reached higher opera-

tional stages of Cognitive development. When asked to

describe the differences between two.object$, children

in the preoperational- stage, singled out the differences .
-

in short sentences, such as; "This one is long ;. This one'

is shott;".whereas the children who had operationally

mastered conservation of quantity ekpressedi6the double

difference in one structurally more complex statemer±,

"This one is longer and thinner than. the other one."

From longitudinal language research, Loban (2) found

that among school children there is a positive cortelation

between the advance in grades and the increasing average

.;'744..
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word- length of the communication unit, the grammatical

independent clause and its modifiers., During the first

seven years of school, children,- as they advance in cog-

nitive/development, prodUce more communication units and,

increase the average number of words in the communication

c units each year. Loban (2) stressed that the average

number of words per communication unit is a measure of

significance based on evidence that a high average of

words per communication unit was coupled with increased

complexity of grammatical structures.

Guided by research indicating that the average length

of the communication unit of children increase .in length

as they advanCe to higher stages of Cognitive development,

'and that the cognitive levels of comprehension.questions

affect tLe Thought processes of children, Smith (7) hy..

pothesized that the language used by children in answer

to comprehension questions. asked at a higher cognitive

level would result in significantly longer average communi-
.

cation units than "would the answers to comprehension clues.:

tions asked at a IdWer cognitive level.

A

Method of Research A

In the first of two research studies, Smith (7) made,

an investigation of the oral language of children in answers

to questions asked at the factual Tevel, a lower cognitive

level, and the interpretive level, a higher cognitive level,

as part of doctoral dissertation research.

6
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Smith (7) selected thirty subjects from each grade

two and grade four in order to compare two stages of cog-

nitive development, the preoperational period represented

by gradetwo.;subjectsl.andthe concrete operatfons.period,
,

represented by grade-four subjects. The sixty subjects

were chosen at random from one California elementary-school

tepreseriting predominately the lower amilirtilet -class au-

casian Socio-economic leve l.

Each individually interviewed subject was asked four

factual, level questions and four interpretive level ques-

tiOns aboik each.of-three,stimuli. Each subject was pre-

sented with three separate stimuli, a reading stimulus

consisting of a story which the subject read; a listening

stimulus consisting of a story which was read to the-sub-

ject by the examiner; and a multiple-picture Stimulus con-
.

sisting of-three pictures. After the preeentation'of.each

sti lus, four factual and four interpretive "queStions
'

lave asked. The factual; the lower cOpitive level ques-

. tions, required the subject to utilize experierice Plus

memory for the answers.. The .interpretive; the higher cog-

nit,ive level questions, involved the modification of the

content of the data by analysis, xeConstruction, or in-.

ference of relationships.

The following are eXamples of the questions and '

answers:

Factual Questions Who, had a walled

Answers a lady/.
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k'l.adtual.Question:

Answeri-

..3.4hat.:happened to the wallet?

she left it at the. store/

Interpretive Questions( What do you suppose the

lady Wildo with the wallet?

Answer's give it back to the lady/

Interpretive Question: When the lady knows her

wallet.is last-, what might she do ?-

Answer= go back to the store and get it/
-

The tape recorded language used-by the Subjects in their

answers to the questions was, transcribed and analyzed

according to the average nuitber of words per communica-

tion unit- used in answers to -the questions.

The communication unit is a'iinguistic unit that can-
,

not be further divided without loss of its meaning. . It

consists-of a'grammatically independent clauSe with any

of. its `modifiers, and includes no more than one such clause.

The sentence, "I see' a girl with a dog," consists of one

communication unit... The :meaning would be lcist if the

sentence were segmented into smaller units, "I see a girl"

%"with a dog." Tt;e sentence, "I see a'girland I see-a dog,"

consits or:two. communicaion units since the sentence .con-
... ,

sAsts of trap independent *grammatical structures, "I see.a

girl," "and I see a dog." However, the sentence, "I see 'a

girl and'adog.." consists of only one communication unit

since.it ;cannot be divided into two meaningful grammatical

structures .

8
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Results of ResearcWA

Smith made compartsOns of the average-lengths of the

communication units elicited-in the oral language of the.

subjects of both gradeS two and four in. answe=rs ttithe

factual and to the interpretive questions. The research

findings showed that in answering interpretive comprehen-

sion questions, the subjects of grade four responded by

using significantly-longer communication units than did

the subjects of grade two, as dalculatedby the two-sample

t -test statistical, analysis. Subjects in grade four used

art average of 9.84 words' per communication unit.cOmpared

with_7.27 words used-by the subjectd of grade two.

Table 1.)

Table 1'

ORAL LANGUAGE ICITED IN ANSWRING QUESTIONS

(Comparing Two Levels of Questions)

Grade Average Words i)er Communication Unit ,/alue

Interpretive Q. Factual Question

2 7.27.

4 , 9.84 3.74

(See.

10.77* 30

12.04* 30

?c Significant at .001. level.

In answer's to cpmprehenstion questions asked at:the

Interpretive level dompared_tD the questions askedat the

fabtual level the subjects in both grades responded in

significantly longer average communication units to the-

comprehension questions asked at the Interpretive level

as calculated by the matched pairs t-test. 1p answer to
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thefactual questions, however, the'isubjects in grade four
,

did notsrespond at a higher,cognitiiie level by -using sig-
,

nificantly longer average communication- units than the.

subjects .of grade two. The average length of the responses

for grade-four subjeCts was only 3.74 words and 3.56 words

for the subjects of grade to in answers to the factual.

questions. (See Table i.)

Using the average length of the communication unit as,

a measure of cognitive and linguistic growth, Smith viewed

the interpretive comprehension questions, eliciting sigrlifi-
.

,

.

cantly longer answers to be more effective in stimulating

highercognitive processes. The research results indicated

that the type of questions asked idfluencedthe,cognitive

levels of the subjects'of grade two and grade four. Ques7

tions at the interpretive level.prompted answers that were

two to.three times' longer than the answers to the. factual

questions which indicated that the interpretive comprehension

questions were more effective in stimulating higher cogni-

tive processes for the subjects of both grades. measurable

by detetmining the average number of words per communication

unit elicited in the answers to the questions.

Method of Research B

Using the average length of the communication unit for,

,language growth measures,' Smith analyzed the oral language

used by 'student's in answers to questions designed by teachers

'participating in a graduate level ',teacher education project

implemented through the cooperation of the School of

10
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.V

0

Educatioh of 'the UniverSity Of California, Berkeley, and
...e.

,

the Lawrence Hall of Scicnce.K Both elementary `arid secondSry

teachers participated ih a.7gradUate training program aimed

sit improving.comprehension questions in their Classroom'

/instruction in reading as well,as tn,the tontent areas:

The-teachers desig ed various instructional questions at

two cognitive 'ley 16, the narrow level and' the-broad level.

The'narrorquestions consisted of direat information ques-
. .

tlons requiring the recall or the recognition of

a
:

and facusine qUestionsrequiring the students to
Au

develop a particular idda or answer by leading him toWard.
.

it through clUes as:to-What the .,answer is On the appropriate'

methdld ofbillicainng the answer.

the faIlowin'g are examples of ;the qUestions and

answers':
.-..

- ..\ .
...

- Narrow Question: . What did the littIe-girl:find in
v . 1 .

.

. Ehe wood s./ -1' ;
I

" . 4.;

Answer: a &Inn iW_olf
.

,BroadQueStron: 'What does the gunniwolfreMind you of?

Answers he looks like 'a. real mad wolf that's going-
,. ft , ,a.. _

to eat'_ something up/

The Broad quest pns allowed for several acceptable answers

relatedto it. The brdad questions included open-ended

questions allowing the student to explore freely. without

restrictions and with-only minimal, guidance toward develop -

ing the answer, and valuing questions, asking for an affective

evaluation o. an explanation of the criteria used,in, making
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.
.

,

"-an evaldation.
/

tape ..recordings of:the classroom questions. were .,.

lbllecte4, frdm twenty teachers- as theiasked'questions

puring .ndivtdual or group lessons. Smith transcribed

th6-iapb'repordings and analyzed the language used by

':the students in their answers_ to the destions, asked

atathe,*row and the broad levels of comprehension
. _ .4%

accorp.ng to the averap number of word per communica-
-

'tion unit.

Results of. Research'
e

The anaysis of oral language used,by students.

of:th wenty classes from the arious grades in answers

.to.1,51-4 questions showed that the average number of words'

used in the answers to the broad questions at the higher

.

/741 of compnehension was 41.46 words in-answersto,568

questions compared to an average of.°3.13'words.in,answers

Ao 943 narrow questions at the lower Cognitive level of

comprehension. (See Table 2.) Again, the questions' asked

at the higher cognitiVe level elicited responses tbet were

considerably longer than the answers to-the questionsat the

lower cognitive level.

Table 2

RAL LANGUAGE ELICITED IN ANSWERING QUESTIONS

. 'Cognitive Level Number of Average Words per

of Question Questions . Communication Unit

Narrow (Lower) 983

Broad (Higher) 568

3.1'3

4.46

12
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Although the higher cognitive questions elicited longer
)4

average responses than the lower,cognitive_questtons, in

examining the responSes to specific quegtions not all

bioacrquestions were consistent .in eliciting longer responses.

For example, the answers to broad valuing questions concerned

abdut persondi feelings usually elicited brief answers in-

dicative of lower cognitive level responses. For example,

in answ the valuing question, "How would you feel?"

the brief response might.be, "g.lad" "bad," "terrible,
.

"sad,".or "happy." It is necessary to look at, the answers.

to specific questions of each category in Order to determine

whether the answer is reflecting the expected cognitive level

'responses.

.Conclusions and Implications for Education.

The answers to cOmprehension questions can be evaluated-

by measuring the number of words used in the answers to the
o

questions. The effectiveness of comprehension questions to

elicit answers indicative of higher cognitive processes can-

be determined by the analysis of the language used in the

answers according to the number of words in the communication

units used in the answers. Based upon the evidence that the

communication unit is a measure of linguistic,and cognitive

growth, it is viewed that the higher cognitive questions

eliciting answers in signific'antly longer average communica-

tion units are more effective in enhancing the use of higher

cognitive-processes and in improving comprehension.

Comprehension in reading, listening, and visual percep-

tion, as well aS comprehension related to the various content
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areas: can be improve 4ydesigning and including in the

instructional programs a greater percentage of questions

that elicit answers indicative of the: use of higher cogni-

tive processes and by the evaluation of the answers to the

questions in order to determine whether the questions are

actually eliciting ahawers at the cognitive levels for

Which they were, designed.
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